T102B
T103B/C
T150B/C

はず

This equipment may cause harm, if
not installed and used in accordance
with this manual. Operating
procedures and Cautions to operate
this product were written to prevent
accident from occurring. For your
own safety, read and follow these
instructions before operating it. With
adequate understanding, proper and
safe operating manner can then be
achieved. Please retain this manual
for future references. This product
has been designed with due
consideration for safety. However,
incorrect operation may cause
camera to collapse, damaging of
equipment and human injury.
Please read all the cautions and
procedures before use.
Please follow all the cautions and
safety contents that were written.
Caution
Injury may happen if the guidelines
are not followed.
Do not exceed the maximum
capacity.
Exceeding the load capacity may
cause damage to equipment and
unexpected accidents.
Firmly tighten all lock knobs.
Failing to do so may cause damage
to the camera or injury to others.
Mounting of camera on a proper
positioned tripod.

Mounting the camera on a improperly
setup tripod may results in damages
and injuries.
Ensure the tripod is correctly and
securely setup.
Ensure that the leg support
accessories are correctly attached to
the tripod. Improper manner may
cause damage to equipment and
unexpected accidents.
Do not use solvents such as paint
thinner.
Do not use this product for anything
other than its intended purpose.
Do not dismantle or modify.
Dismantling and modifying the
equipment may inflict injury to self
and others, also are usually the root
cause of accident.
Do not operate when the equipment is
out of order, contact the dealer or our
customer service for repairing.
Precaution before use
1.Attached the floor spreader or
mid-level spreader to the tripod first
before proceeding other setup.
2. With the head mounted on the
tripod, pull out the hidden pan handle
before spreading apart the legs of
tripod.
3. To transport the tripod, use the
strap assembly to bind the three legs.
4. Use of spikes may damage the floor
surfaces.

T103B/C
T150B/C
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T102B

Antes de utilizar el equipo, leer
las siguientes notas de seguridad
para su uso apropiado.
Por su seguridad, seguir todas las
precauciones y instrucciones aqui
mencionadas.

各部の名称
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脚ホルダー
脚バンド

A : Parts name
1
2
3
4
5
6
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Upper lock knob
Lower lock knob
Binding strap
Floor spreader (option)
Leg band (option)
Mid-level spreader (option)
Large rubber foot (option)
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A : Nombre de la pieza
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Banda de pata

HEIWA SEIKI KOGYO CO.,LTD. - Headquarters
TEL:+81(0)48 995 1301

Libec Sales of America, Inc - U.S. Sales office
TEL:+1 310 787 9400

Libec Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd. - Singapore office
TEL:+65 6296 9930
(No. : D82012)

Using of binding strap
Undo: To spread out the tripod, first undo the hook that
binds the legs, the strap will automatically retract back to its
position.
Pull the binding strap : To bind the legs, hold the hook and
pull out the strap.
Bundle the 3 legs : Loop around the legs and strap in.

Method of Locking the extended legs
Loosen the upper lock knob, pull to extend the legs.
Adjust the legs to about the same desired length and tighten all
the upper lock knob.
If more height is required, loosen the lower lock knob and pull
to extend the lower portion of the legs, adjust to the same desired
length and tighten all the lower lock knob.

Trying to turn the lock knob by force beyond this limit
position will result in damages.
Ensure all of the lock knobs are in the fully locked position,
before mounting the camera.
If any of these lock knobs is not in the locked position, the
tripod will collapses and accident occurred.

Aflojar la perilla superior, deslizar para extender las piernas.

Using of spike and spike cap
A mid-level spreader must be attached first before using
the spike and spike cap.
Spike can cause scratches to the flooring, and under
normal situation please operate with the spike cap on it.
To use the spikes, twist and pull off the spike cap.

Spike cap

